Maqdy Yousef Barsoom in the case when the system CI.ID is a linear system with constant coefficients}, and the assumptions S^,Sg and S^CCD hold the point CO,03 is a focus.
The used method is due to K. Tatarkiewicz -see [1] , Also in this paper, the reader can find the intuitive reasoning which led to the used method in the proof. As in [1] , a12 is equal to 1 and here we have a..-CO ^ 0, the results of the paper [1] are not a special case of the results of the present paper.
The assumptions
Let ati =aL iii = l»2be four given functions. We are making the following assumptions :
Assumption Sj. 
Thus for any constant t « [0,+» 3 the formula C3.33
represents an ellipse. We will now evaluate its axes. 
The non homogenous case
We make one more assumption Let CXj.Xg? be a solution of the system CI.2D. We can choose r £ Jx^COD + x|c03 such that -rag^ + mg < 0.
Inasmuch we have, all the points of the tube TCr,03 will be entrance points. As the solution Cx^.XgD is beginning Ct = 03 in this tube, it will rest in it for all t « R .
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
